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Lots of people feel awful.  But most are not well organized in there approach.  You
may have a lot of experience being a “doormat” or a “victim” but you could probably
become more proficient.  If you’re not satisfied with the amount of sympathy you’ve
been getting lately, you may need more suffering, pain, and misery.  Don’t mess
around!  Just practice these 16 suggestions for 21 days.  You will be surprised how
easily and naturally these techniques become automatic and effortless.  Soon these
habits will be a basic part of your personality.  After a few weeks you may hear
yourself saying, “It’s just the way I am.  I can’t change.  I have no choice but to feel like
this.  I’ve always been this way.  If I acted any other way I’d feel like a phony.”  The
sixteen suggestions are as follows:

KNOW THAT OTHERS CAUSE YOUR FEELINGS- If they hadn’t done what they did,
you wouldn’t feel as you do.  That proves it.  They are responsible for your feelings. 
 Blame them, resent them.  (Sometimes you can get your own way if you make them
feel guilty for “causing” your hurt and anger.)  Assume that they knew their action
would hurt you, therefore they INTENDED to hurt you.  This makes them terrible
people and justifies your anger.  Teach them a lesson.  Straighten them out.  Improve
society.

ALWAYS “SHOULD “ON YOURSELF AND OTHERS- Never miss a chance to lay a
“should” or “shouldn’t” on your self, your character, your appearance, what you think,
feel, say or do.  This will make you appear to be contentious.  It will also remind you
that you are never quite OK just as you are.  It is a very subtle, but extremely effective
way to ensure continuing low self-esteem, which is probably the number one misery
maker.

CONSTANTLY CRITICIZE YOURSELF- In order to make yourself improve, constantly
criticize yourself.  Assume that you are a problem and you will always be that way
unless you constantly nag at yourself.  Keep your standards high. 

CONSTANTLY CRITICIZE OTHERS- Be consistent in your criticism.  Have high
standards for others also.  Nag others so that they will improve.  Make this a better
world!

DO EVERYTHING PERFECTLY OR NOT AT ALL- Everything worth doing is worth
doing well.  If you can’t do something well, don’t do it at all.  Be perfect.  Make no
mistakes.  (This leaves only the stuff that’s not worth doing.  A great way to ensure
boredom.)

APOLOGIZE, APOLOGIZE- If someone gets upset or things don’t go well, assume
that you either said the wrong thing, did the wrong thing, or that there is a basic flaw
in your character.  Feel ashamed for causing all the trouble.

PLAY “IF ONLY”- When everything bad happens, find something that you may have
done to change the scenario, “if only” you had done it.  You didn’t, so you are to blame.  
Take full responsibility.  Feel guilty.

RESPONSIBILITY; THE MORE THE BETTER- It’s good to be responsible, so be
responsible for their actions, their appearance, manners, debts, homework, laundry,
etc.  Steal their responsibility from them.  Make them non-responsible.  If they don’t
appreciate all that you have done, feel resentment.  Feel used, abused, overworked,
and stressed.
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MISTAKES- Call yourself “STUPID” every time you discover that you have made a
mistake.  If your mistake is pointed out to you, take it as a rejection of you personally. 
 Be offended.  You’re under attack, so act defensive.  Also, be angry that you weren’t
told soon, before you “made a fool of yourself.”

 HAVE A PEOPLE PLEASING PERSONALITY- Always try to please others.  Be polite. 
 Put yourself last or people won’t like you.  Always remember that others are more
important than you are.  Be modest about your good qualities.  Claim that you don’t
have any. (Lie about it, just a little bit).  Put yourself down.  Feel low.

GOAL SETTING- Make your goals depend on someone else’s judgment.  If you can’t
meet their expectations you have failed and should feel inadequate, incompetent, a
real failure.  Feel remorseful and ashamed for letting them down.

MOTIVATION- Motivate yourself with scary stories about the awful things which
might happen if you don’t know what you should do.  Frighten yourself into getting on
the ball.  Create fear, tension, stress.  Worry a lot!  Complain about how stressful life is
all the time.

MULTIPLY BY FOREVER- When things are bad, believe that they will always be that
way, that they will never change.  Also use words like everybody and nobody.  Feel
hopeless, helpless, and depressed.  Discover the prophet in yourself by predicting
how bad it’s going to get.

INTERPRETATION- Whatever happens, whatever is said, interpret it to mean that
you are incompetent, inadequate, stupid, or unlovable.  Be creative!  Distort!  Feel
rotten!

RESENTMENT/FORGIVENESS- If people “hurt” you, you will be angry, so save it up,
keep a journal.  Keep reminders on file.  Be tied to them.  Give them power to upset
you.  Don’t ever get caught without something to be angry about!

ALWAYS SAY “I CAN’T”- This will create an immediate disability.  You will be
powerless, with no control over your life.  Be angry about being helpless and hopeless.  
Bury the anger, don’t express it, depression will flow naturally.


